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This doctoral dissertation addresses the political and regulatory challenges created 
by the development and use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in the EU. 
From the 1970s, the regulation of biotechnology has been preoccupied with the 
problem of how to establish legitimate and robust regulations. The ambition to 
exploit potentially dangerous technologies in contemporary societies has increased 
the regulatory pressure and made new demands on the decision-making institu-
tions in this field. The regulative institutions are simultaneously under tremendous 
pressure to coordinate a wide variety of different interests concerning GMOs, such 
as national and economic interests as well as massive criticism from NGOs. 

The foremost objective of this study is to scrutinise the regulatory regimes from 
the 1970s onwards by investigating how the regulatory framework regarding GMOs 
has been developed and implemented in the EU. The notion of risk and the precau-
tionary principle is the conceptual focus of this investigation, since these concepts 
have been at the forefront of the GMO regulation debate. The analysis indicates 
that during the process of implementing GMO regulations, new steering strategies 
have appeared within the EU’s decision-making institutions when the objective of 
the regulation has taken centre stage in political and scientific controversies.

By employing theories of ‘reflexive modernity’ this study captures and points out 
the structural significance of the intersection of societal modernisation proces-
ses and reflexivity in GMO regulations. The study contributes to policy analysis by 
bringing together reflexive modernisation and the very specific forms in which re-
flexivity is played out in practice within the regulatory framework for GMOs among 
the European Union’s institutions. 
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